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Ecoer limited is a private limited company with the 
registraon number NI657868, Incorporated on 18 
December 2018. Accepng our terms of cooperaon, you 
can be absolutely sure of ge ng a guaranteed profit and 
full return on your investment. We offer the best 
circumstances for pu ng your stores and are prepared to 
offer quality assistance to any and all individuals. comprises 
of expert merchants that deal with your investment fund for 
your sake. Whether you are a lile or enormous financial 
backer, we can help you with your speculaon objecves. 
Besides, you will approach our smoothed out assistance and 
progressing support.

We provide a service that is based on integrity and is fully 
transparent. Our investment methods are unique. We ulize 
We provide a service that is based on integrity and is fully 
transparent. Our investment methods are unique. We ulize 
cu ng edge technology and trade a diverse range of 
currency pairs. With the simple and logical investment plans 
accompanied by high and stable profit, it will simplify 
everyone's thinking about the online investment world and 
help people make money more easily in that.

The most important aspect of our investments, which range The most important aspect of our investments, which range 
from low, middle and high income are based on the fact 
that our core investment is always guaranteed, and now we 
welcome everyone with Internet access and an account in 
any of the received digital currency payment processing. 
Not everyone has the detailed knowledge of financial 
markets and for many people the best choice is to work 
with financial services provider such as forex 
crypto-traders, who gained required experse and 
therefore can provide financial products in the form of fixed 
income managed accounts. A er years of professional 
trading we have joined our skills, knowledge and talents in 
the effort to bring a new reliable investment opportunity.

Its business spreads in the UK, United States, Canada, Its business spreads in the UK, United States, Canada, 
Singapore, Russia and other countries around the world; 
Ecoer.ltd have led the rapid development of the 
Blockchain industry. We expect young and energec new 
members to join us in contribung to the global Blockchain 
business. At Ecoer.ltd , we believe in in serving our clients 
in the most trusted manner possible.

The well-researched and prudent investments you make The well-researched and prudent investments you make 
with us are certain to reap profits. The strategy, which 
employs the arbitrage principles and exploits ineffecve and 
unbalanced market prices. Furthermore, you will have 
access to our streamlined service and ongoing support. We 
provide a service that is based on integrity and is fully 
transparent. Our investment methods are unique. We ulize 
cu ng edge technology and trade a diverse range of 
currency pairs. With the simple and logical investment plans 
accompanied by high and stable profit, it will simplify 
everyone's thinking about the online investment world and 
help people make money more easily in that. Come inside 
the window and explore the world of Ecoer.ltd.

ABOUT US



Cryptocurrency brings nice 
income if you deal with it wisely. 
This e-money isn't issued by the 
banks, isn't regulated by the 
government, isn't given as a 
loan. All the operaons are 
processed only in digital form, 
and everyone can generate 
cryptocurrency, or mine. No 
world factor can influence the 
development of this technology. 
There are just economical laws, 
demand and offer.

To exchange, sell or purchase To exchange, sell or purchase 
cryptocurrency you need to 
enter any of the numerous 
online exchanges.The maer is 
that they are anonymous, and 
the assets there are never 

Digital currency, like a regular one, can change according to 
the purchase and sale rate couple mes a day. To earn well 
by selling cryptocurrency, you need to realize that you will 
have to forecast possible risks and take them into 
consideraon. Besides, you should also make analycal 
forecasts very accurately and regularly monitor the market.

The aim of our organizaon is to establish a firm where the The aim of our organizaon is to establish a firm where the 
best players with digital currency will parcipate. And to 
reach this goal, we need investments from the individuals 
and legal en es.

Every employee of ours has a vast experience of work and Every employee of ours has a vast experience of work and 
easily processes a current analysis of the currency and 
chooses the most beneficial condions for the investments. 
The investment fund has to minimize the risks and provide 
a stable, daily profit for the investors with the further 
reinvestment of the assets gained. In other words, the 
investors help us to develop, and we, in our turn, provide a 
nice profit for the investors.nice profit for the investors.

WHY CHOOSE US?

WHAT ARE WE DOING THIS FOR?



INVESTMENT PLANS

E.T MINING PLANS





CONTACT US

HEAD QUATER
33a Aghnagar Road, Ballygawley, Northern Ireland, BT70 2HP

CUSTOMER SERVICE
support@Ecoer.ltd


